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Taco Delhi has opened its doors and 
the community’s response has been amazing!
(Edmonton, AB) Taco Delhi, a new Latin and Indian-
inspired restaurant located at 3318 Gateway Boulevard 
NW in the beautiful South Trail Plaza in Edmonton, 
opened their doors back in December with a BANG! 
For the last few weeks, owner Keith Boer and his team 
have been hard at work bringing a new and unique 
cuisine to the heart of Edmonton, and they can’t wait 
to show you!

“We’re so thrilled by the warm welcome Edmonton 
has given us these past few weeks! We knew that an 
Indian and Latin-inspired menu was going to be unique 
and delicious, but the reaction from the community 
has been more than amazing! Come check out our 
homemade naan and roti tacos, and authentic street 
food with an Indian twist – you won’t be disappointed!”

– Keith Boer

As featured in Edify’s New and Notable, Taco Delhi is 
firing up delicious & freshly prepared Indian-inspired 
tacos, right before your eyes! Imagine aromatic and 
authentic fusion cuisine served fast and flavourful in 
naan & roti tacos. Plus unique dishes like Delhi fries, 
Tostadas Chicken Tikka and more! Trust us, you’re 
going to want to try this new way of enjoying fusion 
cuisine.

What their customers are saying:

“Go. Just go. Can’t type. Too busy eating. Too good. 
Just go! Seriously, Butter Chicken Naan Taco with 
Chips and Chutney? Go now. This place is fantastic!” 

- Evan Hughes, Google Review

“First time in Taco Delhi and YOU have to go! It’s the 
cutest little spot with amazing food. Food was pretty 
good, some classics with Indian twists WAS FIRE!! 
The service was amazing and we will definitely be 
back again.” 

- Patel Vishwa, Google Review

About Taco Delhi. Inspired by everyone’s love for 
tacos, Taco Delhi was born with a desire to combine 
cultural cuisines in a way that was unique and 
flavourful. With delicious curries paired with handmade 
roti and naan, Taco Delhi’s dining experience is built 
on providing something different and amazing. Enjoy 
remarkable Indian and Latin flavours in our tacos, 
Delhi fries and street food while enjoying the colourful 
and bold ambiance from both cultures that you can 
only find at Taco Delhi.
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